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Abstract
The current handling of carry-on luggage inside the aircraft cabin has led to several issues such as inefficient boarding and disembarking
processes. Due to the number and size of current carry-on luggage, the boarding process has been slowed down due to aisle blocking and
luggage overcrowding in the overhead storage bins. To improve this situation, an automated cabin luggage system has been proposed. A
public survey has been conducted to explore the general passengers' perception of current carry-on luggage handling inside the cabin and
to identify potential rooms for improvement that can be catered by the automated cabin luggage system. The responses obtained from the
survey indicate that the current carry-on luggage handling does have several weaknesses that can be improved by the proposed automated
system.
Keywords: carry-on luggage; aircraft cabin; automated system; passenger perception; market study.

1. Introduction
Today, many people have increasingly chosen air transportation as
their travel mode. This situation can be principally contributed to
the rise of low-cost airlines, which has made flight services more
affordable to greater mass public. In Malaysia, the number of domestic flight passengers has been on increase trend from year to
year, with more than 48 million passengers transported domestically in 2016 [1]. The local low-cost airlines like AirAsia, FireFly
and Malindo have been dominating the domestic flight market by
capturing more than 65% market shares in 2017 [2]. Nevertheless,
the increase in market demands also means that the level of market competition between airlines has also risen up. To attract more
passengers to their flight services, most airlines have been looking
for ways to differentiate themselves from their competitors. Airline service quality is one of the most critical factors that will likely influence airline selection [3] and some of the perceived important service quality attributes include ticket price, safety, seat
comfort, in-flight meals and others [4]. To this effect, there have
been studies and new system development to improve the current
flight services including reducing seating discomfort among passengers [5], offering automated in-flight meal and waste collection
services [6], and also improving the boarding process [7], just to
name a few examples. With regards to the latter, one of the main
reasons for delays in aircraft boarding process is the carry-on luggage [8], which is of high interest in this study.
It is known that turnaround time is really important to the airlines.
As reported in Ref. [9], a major airline can save more than USD
50 million for a single minute reduction in the turnaround time for
across all of its flights. In addition, passengers would also highly
appreciate minimum waiting time and a smooth boarding process,
eliminating any potential cause for trip delays [10]. Although the
boarding process is only one of the components of the turnaround

time event set, which include other activities such as galley servicing, cabin cleaning, aircraft refueling, cargo loading and others, it
is also the one that is relatively adaptive to change and modification [11]. This means that other activities during turnaround time
event might not have many opportunities for process alteration or
change in comparison to the boarding process. The aircraft boarding rate these days is reduced to only nine passengers per minute,
a steep reduction from 20 passengers per minute back in 30 years
ago [12]. One of the reasons for this declining rate has been identified as the increased passengers' carry-on luggage. This is particularly evident in recent years as many airlines start to increase their
charges for checked luggage, which has subsequently driven many
passengers to bring more and heavier carry-on items into the cabin
[13]. Several issues have been raised regarding carry-on luggage
effects on the efficiency of aircraft boarding process. Firstly, the
number and size of the carry-on luggage can influence the boarding process time due to aisle blockage caused by the time taken to
place the luggage in the overhead bins [14]. Secondly, distribution
of carry-on luggage is not even throughout the plane and some of
the passengers might have to store their luggage in the overhead
bins that are not at their assigned seating [15]. This overcrowding
of luggage situation can cause aisle blockage as passengers search
for available rooms in the other overhead bins to store their bags.
Last but not least, there have been instances when carry-on items
fall from the overhead bins during the storing of luggage. This can
slow down the boarding process and worst, can also cause injuries.
A conducted survey among flight attendants has shown that there
have been quite a number of occurrences where carry-on luggage
fell from overhead storage compartment and hit them, resulting in
some injuries [13].
To further improve the efficiency of the aircraft boarding process,
particularly in handling the carry-on luggage, an automated cabin
luggage system has been proposed. As indicated in Figure 1, this
system is expected to ease the aircraft boarding process by freeing
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passengers from having to bring their carry-on luggage with them
through the narrow aisle and then store them in the overhead bins.
This situation can speed up the process of getting the passengers
to their assigned seats and avoid any aisle blockage. In addition,
possibility of having accidents with falling carry-on luggage from
the overhead bins or lost items has also been eliminated with this
automated system since they are stored in a more secured place. It
is envisioned that the passengers' access to their carry-on luggage
can still provided at the automated stations during flight, though it
might be more restricted than in the current condition. The overall
mechanism for this automated system is under conceptual development and findings from this study will help to establish design
requirements to be considered for the system.
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low-cost airlines with complimentary checked-in luggage are the
top pick, followed far behind by the low-cost airlines with no
complimentary checked-in luggage and also the premium airlines
with complimentary checked-in luggage. Furthermore, majority of
the respondents or 56.1% of them prefer to have only carry-on
luggage during their travel while 14% of them stated that they
usually have both carry-on and also checked-in luggage. A strong
75% of them believed that carry-on luggage should be allowed
inside the cabin, with only 25% of them are against it. Summary
of details regarding obtained responses for these questions are
presented in Figure 2.
Based on the collected responses in this section, it can be inferred
that most flight passengers tend to choose airline services based on
cheaper flight ticket prices. This is evident when low cost airlines
are consistently favoured against premium airlines, which usually
charge higher flight ticket prices. In terms of checked-in luggage,
most passengers prefer to have it as a complimentary service but
many low-cost airlines do not provide this service for free. The
preference to have complimentary checked-in luggage also indicates that the passengers typically travel with many travel items,
which they tend to bring onboard into the cabin as their carry-on
luggage whenever they can to avoid extra charges. This notion is
in line with the strong support to allow carry-on luggage into the
cabin.

2.2 Perception of current carry-on luggage handling

Fig. 1: Operational flowchart of proposed automated cabin luggage system

2. The passenger survey

With more passengers tend to carry a substantial carry-on luggage
into the aircraft cabin, their handling process becomes more important. From the responses obtained in the conducted public survey, 36.9% of the survey respondents stated that the current carryon luggage handling is not satisfactory while another 53.2% said
that the process could have been improved. This signifies a strong
dissatisfaction with their flight experiences regarding the carry-on
luggage.

A public survey has been conducted among the Malaysian public
to establish the general perception of flying passengers with reThe survey respondents have been asked to rate current handling
gards to current carry-on luggage handling in the aircraft cabin. In
process in terms of seven aspects as shown in Figure 3. The rating
total, 521 people have participated in the survey, which is carried
is conducted based on a Likert scale between 1 to 5, with 1 correout at several hotspots for aircraft passengers including the Kuala
sponds to very dissatisfied while 5 refers to very satisfied. It can
Lumpur International Airport 1 & 2 and Sultan Abdul Aziz Shah
be observed in Figure 3 that none of the evaluation aspects is rated
Airport. This is done to ensure a high relevancy of survey rehigher than 4, which indicates that the passengers are hardly satisspondents to the target participants, which are people who have
fied with the current handling process. There are three criteria that
experiences in flying with commercial airlines. From the reported
have been rated lower than rating of 3 in average: user-friendliness,
Malaysian transport statistics, total number of domestic flight
restriction on size and dimension of the luggage, and also safety of
passengers catered by airlines to and from the local airports is
the carry-on luggage while being stored in the overhead compartestimated to be about 47,965,835 people in 2016 [1]. Taking this
ment. The low dissatisfied rating for user-friendliness may be due
as the total population size of the target participants for the conto some of the difficulties faced by the passengers in carrying their
ducted public survey, subsequent statistical analysis results using
carry-on luggage through the narrow aisle and lifting them up for
the collected data from a sample size of 521 roughly corresponds
storage in the overhead bins.
to 95% confidence level with 4.29 confidence interval. This is
based on the standard calculation for sample size and confidence
Table 1: Demographics of survey respondents
level. Of the total 521 respondents, 55.5% are female and the maDemographic characteristics
Percentage (%)
jority of them are within the age group of 18 to 25 years old. MoreGender
details on the demographic of the survey respondents are presentMale
44.5
ed in Table 1.
Female
55.5
In general, apart from personal background of the respondents, the
distributed survey questionnaire is comprised of questions that are
related to their travel behaviour in using the commercial air
transport, their comments and suggestions with regards to the
current carry-on luggage handling and its potential improvements.

2.1 Air travel behaviour
When asked about their common purpose when choosing commercial air transportation for travel means, majority of the respondents indicated that their trips have been mostly for vacation.
The second most cited reason for flying is personal trip whereas
business travel is third on the list. On the other hand, when questioned about their frequent choice of airlines for the flight trips,

Age
Under 18
18 - 25
26 - 35
36 and above
Nationality
Malaysian
Non-Malaysian

8.0
34.9
32.1
25.0
52.7
47.3
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(a) Most likely purpose for flight trips

(b) Travel preference

(c) Frequent choice of airlines
Fig. 2: Responses in travel behavior section of the survey questionnaire

Fig. 3: Average rating given to current carry-on luggage handling

On the other hand, the restriction on the size and dimension of the
luggage means that some personal items might not be permissible
to be carried on into the cabin, causing difficulty to the passengers.
This also corresponds to the inability of some luggage or items to
fit into the overhead storage bins. Last but not the least, with lack
of security feature on the shared overhead storage bin, some of the
carry-on items can be easily accessed by other passengers onboard
and this creates a possible safety issue.
To further strengthen the impression that current carry-on luggage
handling could be improved, survey respondents have been asked
about their own experiences with regards to the carry-on luggage
handling. Table 2 details out several negative experiences that the
respondents have had during previous flight trips in relation to the

carry-on luggage handling. It is not surprising that the most complaints are regarding aircraft boarding and disembarking processes,
where the aisle blocking instances tend to slow down the process
and cause the long waiting time. In support of previous comments
made for the low rating obtained in some aspects of current carryon luggage handling, the survey respondents have also indicated
that they do have issues with the storing of their luggage into the
overhead bins due to their height and the sharing of storage compartment with other passengers who can easily accessed their personal items. These are among some of the issues that need to be
considered and resolved by the proposed cabin luggage system.
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Table 2: Negative experiences regarding carry-on luggage handling
Scenario
Percentage (%)

price whereas more than 51% of them can accept the limited access to their stored items.

Difficult to store your carry-on luggage into the
overhead storage compartment due to height

41

Table 4: Approval of expected limitations for the automated system
Limitation
Percentage Approval (%)

Disturbed from your rest when other passengers
try to access their stored items in the overhead
storage compartment

28

Small increase in ticket price

63.5
12.1

Feel rather uncomfortable sharing the storage
compartment with other passengers due to their
accessibility to your personal items

Limited size and dimension for carryon luggage
32
Limited access to stored items

51.4
24.2

Have to wait long to board and disembark from
the aircraft because of aisle blocking by other
passengers

57

Restriction of items that can be
brought onboard

Some items fell out from the overhead storage
compartment

5

Your items are either lost or damaged while in the
overhead storage compartment

14

2.3 Potential improvement of carry-on luggage handling
With their comments regarding current carry-on luggage handling,
the survey respondents are asked several questions on the potential
improvement that they would like to see implemented to the service. When introduced with the idea of automated cabin luggage
system, more than 61% of the respondents think that it is a good
effort to improve the current carry-on luggage handling, with only
8% are not supportive of the idea while the other 31% are neutral
about it. When asked whether they are willing to pay higher flight
ticket price to have the automated system onboard, 83% of them
have given affirmative response with 52% mentioned only a slight
increase. Table 3 tabulates the calculated importance score based
on the ranking given by the survey respondents for several characteristics that could improve the current carry-on luggage handling
on the automated system. In this case, the survey respondents are
asked to rank the characteristics based on their perceived importance and the score is given based on the ranking. It is observed that the allocated luggage capacity and the safety of stored
items are two most important considerations by the passengers.
This is very much in line with the comments on limitations of the
current carry-on luggage handling. On contrary, the aesthetic value of the system design is not a major concern for the passengers
as it has been the lowest ranked criterion for most survey respondents.

3. Conclusion
Based on the results of the conducted public survey, a few conclusions regarding the carry-on luggage handling can be made. There
are indeed some rooms of improvement to increase the efficiency
of the process according to the given assessments and comments
by the survey respondents. The introduction of idea for an automated cabin luggage system can be said to be positively received
and several criteria for its design development have been established from the survey responses. On the whole, the information
obtained from this survey study can be utilized to either improve
the current process or develop a new system for carry-on luggage
handling process.
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